to the aggregate United States beef industry, Although many econometric models have Virginia beef producers and representatives in bAedlthough many econometric models hanve
Congress could use the model's results to lobby been developed to assess the impact of changes for or against the proposed change. Alternain beef imports on the United States beef intively, if Virginia impactswere shown to closely dustry (Arzac and Wilkinson; Bain; Crom; Free- follow impacts from the national model, the bairn and Rausser; Martin and Heady; Reeves; Virginia model's importance in analyzing the Yanagida and Conway), little emphasis has been effects of national policies would be reduced. placed on regional or state impacts. Interest has
The objective of this paper is to emphasize grown in regional effects as evidenced by a the need for state models when the impacts of statement in the Meat Imports Act of 1979 callnatona o es on sa agricultural sectors national policies on state agricultural sectors ing for a study of such impacts (Pub. L. 96-are of interest. The importance of state models 177). Interest has also grown in developing is demonstrated by interfacing a Hawaiian beef general state econometric models (Knapp et model (Roberts et al.) with a national beef al.). For a state agricultural model to be useful model (Martin and Heady) and comparing the for a wide range of policy analyses, it should Hawaiian and United States impacts of a change be able to indicate state-level impacts of changes the level of foreign beef impoed into the in both state and national policy (Colyer and United States Irwin) .
Although this application is specific to HaThe Virginia beef and pork model presented waii, the results would be of interest to a large by Baum et al States' (mostly choice beef) and from foreign variable estimators. Parameter estimates were sources (non-fed beef from Australia and New verified for correspondence with economic theZealand), respectively. However, quantities imory and previous empirical results. Equations ported were small compared to total U.S. beef were estimated using quarterly data for 1962 production and total imports of foreign beef through 1979.
into the United States (Schermerhorn et al.) .
Therefore, theory would suggest that wholesale supplied from the United States Mainland are beef prices in Hawaii are exogenously deternot available, the model concentrates solely on mined by U.S. Mainland prices, Australian, and the production of beef in Hawaii as influenced New Zealand prices and transportation costs.
by exogenously determined prices. Within a period of a few days, wholesale prices Figure 1 provides a summary of the theoretof comparable beef might diverge to an extent ical relationship between choice beef producgreater than the cost of transportation, but such tion in Hawaii, imports of choice beef from the differences should not persist over more exMainland, Mainland-to-Hawaii transportation tended periods such as a quarter or a year.
costs, and wholesale prices of choice beef.
3
Finally, Hawaiian ranchers respond to changes Demand and supply on the Mainland are repin the prices they receive, but, since Hawaii is resented by D and S, which determine the Maina net importer of beef, changes in Hawaiian land choice beef price (PO) at their intersection. beef prices are determined by changes in the The wholesale price of choice beef in Hawaii supply and demand for beef on the U.S. Main-(Pi) is equal to Po plus transportation costs (T). land or in Australia and New Zealand (holding Pi represents the demand curve for locally protransportation and handling costs constant).2 duced choice beef. It also represents the supply Shifts in the demand for beef in Hawaii only curve for choice beef in Hawaii (Hawaii-proserve to change the quantity of beef supplied duced choice beef plus Mainland imports). The from outside sources and have little impact on quantity produced locally (qj) is determined the price ranchers receive for their beef (a by the intersection of the Hawaiian choice beef horizontal supply curve). Consequently, the desupply function (SH) and Pi. If DHi represents mand side of the Hawaiian beef market has no the demand for choice beef in Hawaii, q 2 is the appreciable influence on the quantity of beef quantity consumed in Hawaii, and q 2 -qproduced in Hawaii. For that reason, and berepresents the quantity supplied from the Maincause accurate data on the quantity of beef land to fill the gap between local production and choice beef consumption at price P 1 . Now, MODEL INTERFACING -PRICE if the demand for choice beef in Hawaii shifted TRANSMISSION to DH 2 , the quantity consumed in Hawaii would easily adjust to q 3 as imports from the Mainland model formulated Figure  increase by q 3 -q 2 . The Hawaiian price is not four equations were specified to reflect quaraffected because the inctease in Hawaiian imtely beef and feed price transmission from the portation of Mainland beef is insignificant in Mainland United States to Hawaii. They included relation to production on the Mainland (Q.) as explanatory variables current and lagged Los and because imports adjust to fill the gap within Angeles prices, ocean freight rates from Los a period of a few days. 4 Angeles to Honolulu, and seasonal dummy variables. Lag structures were not specified a priori. A similar graphical exercise could be preTherefore, in equations where lags in price sented for grass-fed steer and heifer beef and transmission were hypothesized, the number of cull beef, with prices being determined exoglags was determined by including successively enously by Australian and New Zealand prices longer lags until the coefficient of the final lag and transportation costs. It is important to note, became negative or negligible relative to its however, that Australian and New Zealand beef standard error. Seasonal effects were retained prices are dominated by United States prices, only where significant. The equations were esThe United States is the world's leading protimatedbyordinaryleast squares and Cochraneducer and importer of beef, absorbing one-third Orcutt autogressive methods with quarterly data of the world beef trade. Evidence suggests "that f
through 1980 the United States is a leader in price making
The final price transmission equations are preand inventory adjustment in the major beef sented in Table 1 , equations 1-4. The R 2 's are exporting countries" (Simpson, 1981, pp. 1 all greater than 0.97, suggesting that the exand 9-10). Consequently, Hawaiian prices of planatory variables provide a good fit (Kmenta, lower quality beef are dominated by Mainland p. 234). prices via the Australian and New Zealand marOcean freight rates are used in equations 1-kets. This eliminates the need for the added 4 because time series on total transportation modeling complexity of using Australian and costs for beef and feed from Los Angeles to New Zealand prices to determine Hawaiian cow Honolulu are not available. Although ocean and grass-fed beef prices.
freight costs represent a significant portion of Exogenously determined prices greatly simtotal transportation costs, other logistics costs plify estimation procedures. The matrix of ensuch as wharfage fees, land transportation costs dogenous variable coefficients is triangular and for hauling to and from docks, and storage, can it is assumed that the industry can be repreaccount for a large portion, perhaps as much sented by a recursive model structure (Johnston, as one-half of the total cost (Garrod) . Ocean p. 369). Therefore, ordinary least squares, and freight rates can be viewed as proxies for total Cochrane-Orcutt and Grid Search autoregrestransportation costs because all transportation sion procedures were used to estimate the struccosts, whether for land or sea transportation, tural equations of the model (White), using are highly correlated with energy and labor quarterly and annual data for 1970 through costs.
Where lagged dependent variables were
The freight rate variables are all highly sigpresent with autocorrelation, a Grid Search nificant, with coefficients ranging from 2.26 in technique was used to verify that the Cochranethe Honolulu choice beef price, equation 1, to Orcutt procedure converged to a consistent es-2.56 in determining the price of grass-fed beef, timator at the global maximum of the likelihood equation 3. These coefficients appear high at function. The Grid Search procedure was acfirst glance, but are acceptable if one accounts curate to the nearest one-hundredth, still leavfor non-ocean transportation costs. If the transing a slight margin of error (Betancourt and portation cost variables in equations 1-4 were Kelejian, p. 1,076). For those equations estitotal transportation costs rather than ocean mated as distributed lags, partial adjustment was freight rates, the expected size of the coeffiassumed (Nerlove) . Estimated variances for aucients would be about 1.0. Two conditions intoregressive equations that included lagged decrease the expected size of the coefficients. pendent variables were calculated using First, if ocean freight costs were half of total Dhrymes'Theorem 7.1 (Dhrymes, .
transportation costs and other logistics costs were highly correlated with ocean freight rates, cessing quality beef) price (USRGBPR). SpecThe determination of the grass-fed steer and ification of equations 5 and 6 incorporates the heifer beef price in Hawaii is complicated by assumption that Los Angeles wholesale choice several factors. First, there is no wholesale grasssteer and utility cow prices are highly correlated fed steer and heifer beef price in Hawaii or on with United States average wholesale choice the Mainland. Second, a dressed weight price steer and utility cow prices. This specification received by farmers is recorded in Hawaii but reduces the number of equations necessary for not on the Mainland. Third, as with cow beef, model interfacing from eight to six. The estithe Hawaiian price is determined by the Mainmated coefficients of equations 5 and 6 conform land market via the Australian and New Zealand with a priori expectations and the R 2 's suggest markets. Because Hawaiian produced grass-fed a good fit. beef competes with both cow and grass-fed steer
The procedure used to link the models is to and heifer beef imported from Australia and first simulate the national model under alterNew Zealand, it is hypothesized that Mainland native assumptions about beef imports to obtain steer and cow prices are both highly influential impacts on national retail choice beef and hamin determining the Hawaiian grass-fed steer and burger prices, and on the national average corn heifer beef price. In equation 3, current and price received by farmers. Equations 1-6 are lagged Los Angeles utility cow prices and curthen used to transmit the national price impacts rent and lagged differences between the Los to Hawaii. Finally, the Hawaiian model is simAngeles choice steer price and the utility cow ulated to determine the impacts on production price are used to represent the influence of the as ranchers respond to changes in local prices. Mainland beef market on the Hawaiian grassfed steer and heifer price.
The Hawaiian cattle feed price paid by farm-IMPORT SIMULATIONS ers is directly determined by Mainland prices.
The interfaced model was simulated dynamMost of the feed used is manufactured in Hawaii ically over the 1972 through 1980 period under from feed stuffs imported from the Mainland.
two sets of assumptions regarding the level of Relatively little manufactured feed is received beef imports. The first simulation was a base from the Mainland for use by cattle. Again, simulation in which historical levels of United bVariable definitions in alphabetical order: CFPR is the cattle feed price paid by Hawaiian ranchers ($/100 lb.); D1, D2, and D3 are quarterly dummy variables for the first, second, and third quarters, respectively; HCPR is the Honolulu cow price (wholesale, all carcasses, utility, $/100 lb.); HGFBPR is the Honolulu grain-fed beef price (wholesale, 500-900-lb. carcasses, choice feedlot steers and heifers, $/100 lb.); HNFBPR is the Hawaiian grass-fed beef price (dressed weight, all steer and heifer carcasses, state average, $/100 lb.); LACORNPR is the Los Angeles corn price (wholesale, $/100 lb.); LACPR is the Los Angeles cow price (wholesale, 350-700-lb. carcasses, utility, $/100 lb.); LAGFBPR is the Los Angeles grain-fed beef price (wholesale, 600-700-lb. carcasses, choice steers, $/100 lb.); T is a time trend equal to 1 in 19701 to 44 in 1980IV; TRANB is the cost of transporting beef from Los Angeles to Honolulu ($/100 lb.); TRANC is the cost of transporting animal feeds from Los Angeles to Honolulu ($/100 lb.); USAHERG is the U.S. average hourly earnings of retail grocers ($/ hr.); USCBPA is the U.S. carcass by-product allowance for choice beef (t/lb.); USRCBPR is the U.S. retail choice beef price (c/lb.), and; USRGBPR is the U.S. retail ground beef price (c/lb.). cNumbers in parentheses below coefficients are t statistics (asymptotic for Equations 2, 3, 5, and 6). dNumbers in parentheses following variable names indicate lags. eCalculated from the ordinary least squares residuals.
States imports of foreign beef were assumed to given the assumptions of each simulation and prevail. The second simulation assumed that the estimated parameters of the model equabeef imports were 50 percent below historical tions. levels. A 50 percent reduction was assumed because relatively small impacts were anticiImpacts on National Retail Beef Prices pated. All other exogenous variables were unchanged from one simulation to the other.
National retail prices obtained from the base Results of the deterministic simulations can be simulation and impacts on those prices of a 50 interpreted as likely or expected outcomes, percent reduction in imports appear in Table TABLE 2 , 1972-80 Processing quality 2. They are converted to annual averages to and 1975 the table beef price actually falls as conserve space. As expected, the processing the supply of table beef increases slightly. At quality beef price increases in all years, with the same time, higher processing quality beef the largest percentage impact of 12.9 percent prices result in an increase in table beef deoccurring in 1976. Processing beef prices inmand. Thus, in the later years, the price impacts crease as the supply of processing quality beef are positive because the positive influence of decreases with the reduction in beef imports.
. PREDICTED IMPACTS ON U.S. RETAIL BEEF PRICES OF A 50 PERCENT REDUCTION FROM HISTORICAL LEVELS OF BEEF IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED STATES
increased demand outweighs the negative inThe impacts on the United States retail table fluence of increased supply. The impact on the quality beef price are slight and average only choice beef price is simply a weighted average 0.3 percent over the 1972-80 period, as comof the processing and table beef price impacts. pared to 9.7 percent for processing beef prices.
As expected, the impacts of reduced beef imIn addition, impacts on national table beef prices ports are substantially higher for lower quality are mixed. Reduced imports do not immediately beef prices than for choice beef prices. reduce the supply of table beef as in the case of processing beef. In fact, higher cow prices Hawaiian Versus National Impacts result in a slight increase in table beef production. A similar result was found by Freebairn Table 3 contains annual average impacts of a and Rausser (p. 686). This effect arises because 50 percent reduction in beef imports on beef the opportunity cost of holding a cow in the production in the United States and in Hawaii. herd increases. When beef imports are reduced,
The impacts on Hawaiian beef prices are also the price of cow beef increases and producers presented. Impacts of a beef import reduction desire to hold a smaller cow herd. In the first the Honolulu cow price follow a slightly few years, while producers make this inventory different pattern and are somewhat lower in adjustment, there are more heifers available for magnitude than the impacts on the United States placement on feed. Therefore, between 1972 price of processing quality beef, national level, the impacts reach a peak in 1976.
to changes in relative grain-fed and grass-fed In contrast, the impact on the Honolulu cow beef prices. price is largest in 1977, demonstrating a slight
The average impact on cow and bull beef lag in price transmission. The average impact production is only 0.1 percent for Hawaii, while is 8.1 percent for the Hawaiian cow price, as for the nation it averages 5.3 percent higher compared to 9.7 percent for the U.S. processing than under the assumption of historical beef quality beef price.
imports. Historically in Hawaii, cow and bull Impacts on the Honolulu wholesale and U.S. beef production has been more stable than for retail choice carcass prices are similar in their the nation as a whole. Over the 1972-80 period, pattern, both reaching a peak in 1977. Again the range in cow and bull beef production was the magnitude is lower in Hawaii, averaging only 13.2 percent of the low for the period as 1.1 compared to 1.6 percent for the United compared to 55.4 percent for the entire United States as a whole.
States. The relative stability of cow beef proAlthough no comparison for the Hawaiian duction and these simulation results suggest that grass-fed steer and heifer price is possible, one prices are less influential in Hawaii than in the relationship is worthy of mention. The impacts entire United States in determining cow and on the Hawaiian grass-fed steer and heifer price bull slaughter. are closer in magnitude to the impacts on the Finally, relative to the 50 percent reduction Honolulu choice beef price than on the Honin imports, the impacts on production are slight olulu utility cow price. This suggests that grassfor both the United States and Hawaii. The imfed steer and heifer beef is more of a substitute pacts on total beef production are negligible for higher quality beef than for cow beef in for Hawaii and average only 1.7 percent for the Hawaii.
entire United States. Although the impacts are The impacts on Hawaiian grain-fed and grasssmall, results suggest that aggregate beef profed steer and heifer beef production are opduction in Hawaii is less responsive to changes posite in sign to the national impacts. In both in beef imports than in the nation as a whole. models, reduced imports affect the composition This occurs mainly because cow beef producof steer and heifer beef production in two ways.
tion is less responsive to changes in prices. First, feeder calf availability increases, causing placements on feed to increase. This in turn CON ON results in a shift toward more grain-fed and less, grass-fed beef. Second, the price of non-fed beef Concern over the impact of national beef increases relative to the price of grain-fed beef, 5 policy at the state level prompted development dampening the tendency to increase placements of an econometric model of the Hawaiian beef on feed. In Hawaii, the change in relative prices production sector. The objective of this paper appears to be more influential than increased was to demonstrate that state econometric feeder availability. Therefore, grass-fed steer and models of beef sectors can be useful to poliheifer beef production increases while graincymakers and others. Large variations in state fed beef production declines slightly. For the and national impacts obtained from an interentire United States, the change in relative prices faced Hawaiian-national model emphasize the is evidently less influential. Therefore, grass-fed need for a separate model to analyze policy beef production declines while grain-fed beef impacts at the state level. Reviewing the results production increases.
from the national beef model would not be The difference in impacts probably occurs sufficient to determine the impact of national because of differences in the cattle markets beef policy on Hawaii. The discrepancies in represented by the two models. On the Mainimpacts are mostly a result of underlying strucland, slaughter cattle are generally sold on a tural differences in the sectors represented by liveweight basis, making it difficult to establish the two models. Because differences in state and separate prices for grass-fed and grain-fed beef.
national impacts exist, usefulness of the model Cattle producers would not be expected to is enhanced. Policymakers could use the interrespond readily to changes in the relative scarcfaced model to determine the benefits or costs ity of grass-fed versus grain-fed beef. In contrast, to the Hawaiian beef industry, relative to the ranchers typically sell their slaughter cattle on aggregate United States beef industry, of proa carcass weight basis in Hawaii, and carcass posed changes in national beef import legislaprices are discounted up to 20 cents per pound tion. As beef policy legislation is proposed in if the fat color is yellow. Hawaiian ranchers Congress, results from simulations such as these receive clear market signals and are responsive could be used by Hawaiian beef producers and representatives in Congress in their lobbying acteristics that differentiate it from other states efforts. Also, if policy changes were instituted, and from the nation as a whole. The more a state planners and beef producers could use state beef industry diverges from its national such information to formulate plans for reaction counterpart, the more useful would be the state to the changes. econometric model. 
